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Genre: Heavy Metal 
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Format: CD Album/Vinyl (only Europe)/Digital 

Release Date: June 2
nd

 (Europe), May 31
st

 (Japan), June 16
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 (USA) 

 

SWEDISH HEAVY METAL AS IT’S BEST! 

 
Mean Streak is a Swedish metal band who manages the legacy of traditional heavy metal. The band was 

formed in 2008 by Peter Andersson. The general idea was (and still is) to write classic metal straight from the 

heart. 

 
The record is set to be released in Europe via ROAR Rock Of Angels Records on June 2nd, 

in Japan via Marquee/Avalon incl. one exclusive bonus track on May 31st and 

in USA via HighVolMusic on June 16th. Apart from the CD version, “Blind Faith” will be available 

on vinyl in Europe via ROAR Rock Of Angles Records on June 2nd. 

 
Band: 

 

Peter Andersson – Bass and background Vocals (ex Axia) 

Andy LaGuerin – Lead Vocals and Guitars 

Thomas “PLEC” Johansson – Guitars (Torchbearer, Unmoored) 

Jonas Källsbäck – Drums and Background vocals (The Night Flight Orchestra, ex Axia) 
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Single Releases: 

 

28. April 'Caught In The Crossfire' with music video: https://youtu.be/TT45Jj8qxU0  

26. May 'Tear Down The Walls' with lyric video 

 

The album is produced by Peter Andersson and Max Norman, mixed by Max Norman (Ozzy Osbourne, 

Armored Saint, Megadeth, Y&T) and mastered by Thomas “Plec” Johansson (Soilwork, Onslaught, 

Armageddon, Degradead, Dynazty). 

 

Biography: 

 

Mean Streak is a Swedish metal band who manages the legacy of traditional heavy metal. The band was 

formed in 2008 by Peter Andersson. The general idea was (and still is) to write classic metal straight from the 

heart. In the beginning of 2008 Peter wrote some songs in his studio, mostly for his own amusement. The first 

song written was "Rock City" which is found on the band’s debut album. Later that same year Peter contacted 

Andy La Guerin for vocal duties. The collaboration was a success and after a few months of writing the idea of 

making an album was formed. Jonas Källsbäck was hired to play the drums and the foundation of Mean Streak 

was thereby complete.  

The album "Metal Slave" reached the stores in September 2009 and made a huge impact on the European and 

Japanese metal markets. The album received 8/10 in Rock Hard magazine as well as 89/100 in Burrn! and 

received airplay on metal radio stations all over the world including Bruce Dickinson on BBC 6. The reviews 

worldwide was overwhelming. A number of shows in clubs also took place.  

In June 2010 song writing for the second album "Declaration Of War" was initiated. This album was released in 

Track listing: 

 

1. Blood Red Sky 

2. Animal In Me 

3. Retaliation Call 

4. Settle The Score 

5. Tear Down The Walls 

6. Tears Of The Blind 

7. Love Is A Killer 

8. Come Undone 

9. Fire At Will 

10. Caught In The Crossfire 

11. Gunnerside 

12. Smile Of A Clown (Japan Bonus Only)  
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January 2011 and in conjunction with that the band did their first tour out of Europe. The journey went 

towards Japan where the album received great reviews from press and fans alike. After the touring had been 

completed there was a change in line-up. Patrik was replaced by Thomas "Plec" Johansson.  

During a recreation trip to Thailand in 2012, Peter and Plec started to lay out the plans for a third Mean Streak 

album. It was decided that the rest of the year would be spent writing and recording new material. This time no 

stone would be left unturned in the making of the perfect heavy metal album. Peter had a handful of songs in a 

raw demo state and with these as foundation Peter and Andy sat down to complete the new tracks. In March 

2013 "Trial By Fire" was ready to be delivered to Black Lodge and Bickee Music.  

In February 2015 Peter began writing new material for a fourth album. The writing and demo-recording took 

place in his project studio in Malaga Spain. 12 new songs made it to the final recordings that begun in 

December 15 in Panic Room Studios Sweden. In October 2016 the mixing - this time the man behind the mixing 

desk is no other than the world famous producer Max Norman. Norman is perhaps best known for his work 

with Ozzy Osbourne and Megadeth as well as Lynch Mob and Y & T.  

The new album will be called ”Blind Faith”. 

Plans are in progress right now for festivals and tours through 2017/18 !!! 

 

www.facebook.com/Mean-Streak-131719915358  

www.meanstreak.se  
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